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The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a
whole new world, a world of rich, empowering,
self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how
valuable you are. Your mind is a living, growing,
unstoppable generator. It has the power to free
you, motivate you, excite you, calm you, and
resource you. Yet, far from enjoying its full
potential, many people live with these
resources just out of reach. For all sorts of
reasons (and you’ll have had your reasons in the
past) people just don’t go there. Now, within the
safety of The Powerchange Experience, you can.











Revitalise the way you think and live
Identify your Key Priorities
Redefine your sense of Self Worth
Activate a strong sense of Purpose
Complete the Rich/Poor Diagnostic
Design an Attractive Future
Increase your personal Wealth
Re-motivate yourself
Get from where you are now to
where you WANT to be.

A Promise:
“Since we designed this programme, hundreds of
people have found it has transformed them. Put
simply, when you begin The Powerchange
Experience with one of our trained coaches, our
promise is that you’ll never be the same again”

Andrew Sercombe
CEO, Powerchange Ltd

You probably already suspect you are
missing out. So, rather than leave your
untapped resources hidden and
unknown, make them easily accessible
and useful. Discover them, liberate
them and make them work for you.
The Powerchange Experience will enable you
to bring what you have to where you need it.
Commit to this series of Powerchange
Experience coaching encounters. Explore an
intriguing world of self discovery. Learn so
many good things about yourself and what is
within you – and unlock the doors of
opportunity to a more satisfying future.

And you’ll do all this with a confidential,
skilled Powerchange Certified Coach
asking the questions. Your Coach will be
alongside to keep you on course, explain
things, guide you towards YOUR answers
and make your Powerchange Experience
something you will value for the rest of
your life.

Choose tomorrow today.
Our clients include doctors, barristers, teachers, administrators,
students, marketeers, directors, managers,
social workers, journalists, CEOs, young
people, parents, coaches, counsellors,
veterinary surgeons, and lots of nonprofessionals - who are learning to change
their minds, feel great every day and enjoy a
much more fulfilling life.

Perhaps you’d like it to be
your turn now?
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